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(+1)8164907898 - https://www.vested.coffee

A complete menu of Vested Garment District Coffee from Kansas City covering all 17 menus and drinks can
be found here on the menu. For seasonal or weekly deals, please get in touch via phone or use the contact

details provided on the website. What User likes about Vested Garment District Coffee:
this place is already a past on my coffee shop list. I was able to do it this morning and I'm glad I did. the

atmosphere is open and very welcoming. I love the mix of vintage and modern touches. I ordered the honey
lavender latte and it was amazing as well as the speck and cheddar quiche. sitting was comfortable and it was
not very loud as some coffee-ecafés can be. I will come back in definitiw. read more. The place also offers the
possibility to sit outside and be served in pleasant weather. For breakfast, you can enjoy a diverse brunch at
Vested Garment District Coffee, as much as you want, Especially flavorful juices are very popular among the

guests. We offer not only sweet pieces, cakes and simple snacks, but also cold and hot drinks, The guests of the
restaurant are also thrilled with the large selection of various coffee and tea specialities that the restaurant

offers.
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Sauce�
GRAVY

Littl� thing�
CINNAMON ROLL

So� drink�
JUICE

M�ica� dishe�
BURRITO

Breakfas� Comb�
BREAKFAST BURRITO

Drink�
DRINKS

Coffe�
CAPPUCCINO

MOCHA

COFFEE

VANILLA LATTE

Ingredient� Use�
NUTELLA

MINT

CHILI

BACON

CHEESE

CHEDDAR

HONEY
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Opening Hours:
Tuesday 06:30 -14:00
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Thursday 06:30 -14:00
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